
Salt Lake Legal Takes on Bigger Cases,
Expands Market Share with Ipro Technology
Partnership

Salt Lake Legal and Ipro

Ipro’s ability to handle growth in the
industry with technology & support is the
reason Salt Lake Legal continues their
partnership with Ipro year after year.

TEMPE, ARIZONA, UNITED STATES,
September 24, 2019 /
EINPresswire.com/ -- A Proven
Partnership

Since 2001, Salt Lake Legal has
provided legal support services to law
firms and businesses in Utah and
throughout the West. From document
production, scanning, or electronic
discovery, Salt Lake Legal has
supported corporate legal teams, large
law firms, and solo-practitioners with
exceptional legal services.
Salt Lake Legal has used Ipro products
for more than a decade, most recently
moving to Ipro’s advanced cloud review
technology for enterprise clients, giving
them the power to take on larger,
more complex cases.

Flexibility and Consistency

Even with these changes, Salt Lake Legal’s workflow didn’t change at all. The flexibility of Ipro
allowed them to keep their current processes while giving them the confidence that they could
easily handle the largest datasets. This eDiscovery power coupled with Ipro’s stellar back office
support proved invaluable.

Clients really like the Ipro
interface. It’s intuitive and
user-friendly, and users can
be up and running with it
after one run-through on a
one-hour web training.”

Shane Bawden, Salt Lake
Legal 

Advanced Analytics and AI

In one instance, Ipro’s advanced analytics and machine
learning capabilities helped Salt Lake Legal land a
particular case with millions of documents, because Ipro’s
TAR functionality helped them quickly cull the data.

“Now more than ever, clients are asking about the TAR
feature,” says Shane Bawden of Salt Lake Legal. “Its ability
to cull huge data sets really makes a difference in our
ability to land bigger cases.” He adds, “Clients also really

http://www.einpresswire.com


like the Ipro interface. It’s intuitive and user-friendly, and users can be up and running with it
after one run-through on a one-hour web training.”               

A Technology Partner to Grow With

Ipro’s ability to handle growth in the industry, both with technological advances and their ability
to support clients, is the reason Salt Lake Legal continues their technology partnership with Ipro
year after year.
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